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Ted Levitt, a former editor of HBR and one of the most incisive commentators

on innovation to have appeared in our pages, takes dead aim at the assumption

that creativity is superior to conformity. He argues that creativity as it’s com-

monly defined – the ability to come up with brilliantly novel ideas – can actually

be destructive to businesses. By failing to take into account practical matters 

of implementation, big thinkers can inspire organizational cultures dedicated 

to abstract chatter rather than purposeful action. In such cultures, innovation

never happens – because people are always talking about it but never doing it.

Often, the worst thing a company can do, in Levitt’s view, is put innovation

into the hands of “creative types”– those compulsive idea generators whose dis-

taste for the mundane realities of organizational life renders them incapable of

executing any real project. Organizations, by their very nature, are designed to

promote order and routine; they are inhospitable environments for innovation.

Those who don’t understand organizational realities are doomed to see their

ideas go unrealized. Only the organizational insider – the apparent conformist –

has the practical intelligence to overcome bureaucratic impediments and bring

a good idea to a fruitful conclusion.

by Theodore Levitt

“Creativity” is not the miraculous road
to business growth and affluence that is
so abundantly claimed these days. And
for the line manager, particularly, it may
be more of a millstone than a milestone.
Those who extol the liberating virtues of
corporate creativity over the somnam-
bulistic vices of corporate conformity
may actually be giving advice that in
the end will reduce the creative anima-
tion of business. This is because they
tend to confuse the getting of ideas with
their implementation – that is, confuse
creativity in the abstract with practical

innovation; not understand the operat-
ing executive’s day-to-day problems; and
underestimate the intricate complexity
of business organizations.

The trouble with much of the advice
business is getting today about the need
to be more vigorously creative is, essen-
tially, that its advocates have generally
failed to distinguish between the rela-
tively easy process of being creative in
the abstract and the infinitely more
difficult process of being innovationist
in the concrete. Indeed, they misdefine
“creativity” itself. Too often, for them,
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“creativity” means having great, origi-
nal ideas. Their emphasis is almost all on
the thoughts themselves. Moreover, the
ideas are often judged more by their
novelty than by their potential useful-
ness, either to consumers or to the com-
pany. In this article, I shall show that in
most cases, having a new idea can be
“creative” in the abstract but destruc-
tive in actual operation, and that often
instead of helping a company, it will
even hinder it.

Suppose you know two artists. One
tells you an idea for a great painting,
but he does not paint it. The other has
the same idea and paints it. You could
easily say the second man is a great cre-
ative artist. But could you say the same
thing of the first man? Obviously not.
He is a talker, not a painter.

That is precisely the problem with so
much of today’s pithy praise of creativ-
ity in business –with the unending flow
of speeches, books, articles, and “cre-
ativity workshops” whose purpose is to
produce more imaginative and creative
managers and companies. My observa-
tions of these activities over a number
of years lead me firmly to this conclu-
sion. They mistake an idea for a great
painting with the great painting itself.
They mistake brilliant talk for construc-
tive action.

But, as anybody who knows anything
about any organization knows only too
well, it is hard enough to get things
done at all, let alone to introduce a new
way of doing things, no matter how
good it may seem. A powerful new idea
can kick around unused in a company
for years, not because its merits are not
recognized but because nobody has as-
sumed the responsibility for convert-
ing it from words into action. What is
often lacking is not creativity in the

idea-creating sense but innovation in
the action-producing sense, i.e., putting
ideas to work.

Ideas Are Not Enough
Why don’t we get more innovation?

One of the most repetitious and, I am
convinced, most erroneous answers we
get to this question is that businessmen
are not adequately creative and that
they are enslaved by the incubus of con-
formity. It is alleged that everything in
American business would be just dandy
if industry were simply more creative
and if it would hire more creative peo-
ple and give them the chance to show
their fructifying stuff.

But anybody who carefully looks
around in any modern business organi-
zation and speaks freely and candidly
with the people in it will, I believe,
discover something very interesting:
namely, there is really very little short-
age of creativity and of creative people
in American business. The major prob-
lem is that so-called creative people
often (though certainly not always) pass
off on others the responsibility for get-
ting down to brass tacks. They have
plenty of ideas but little businesslike
follow-through. They do not make the
right kind of effort to help their ideas
get a hearing and a try.

All in all, ideation is relatively abun-
dant. It is its implementation that is
more scarce.

Many people who are full of ideas
simply do not understand how an or-
ganization must operate in order to get
things done, especially dramatically
new things. All too often, there is the 
peculiar underlying assumption that
creativity automatically leads to actual
innovation. In the crippled logic of this
line of thinking, ideation (or creativity,
if you emphasize the idea-producing
aspect of that term) and innovation are
treated as synonyms. This kind of think-
ing is a particular disease of advocates
of “brainstorming,” who often treat
their approach as some sort of ultimate
business liberator.1 Ideation and inno-
vation are not synonyms. The former
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deals with the generation of ideas; the
latter, with their implementation. It is
the absence of a constant awareness of
this distinction that is responsible for
some of the corporate standpattism we
see today. (Lest there be any confusion,
it is not essential that innovation be suc-
cessfully implemented to qualify as in-
novation. The object of the innovation is
success, but to require in advance that
there be no doubt of its success would
disable its chance of ever getting tried.)

The fact that you can put a dozen in-
experienced people into a room and
conduct a brainstorming session that
produces exciting new ideas shows how
little relative importance ideas them-
selves actually have. Almost anybody
with the intelligence of the average
businessman can produce them, given
a halfway decent environment and stim-
ulus. The scarce people are those who
have the know-how, energy, daring, and
staying power to implement ideas.

Whatever the goals of a business may
be, it must make money. To do that, it
must get things done. But having ideas
is seldom equivalent to getting things
done in the business or organizational
sense. Ideas do not implement them-
selves – neither in business nor in art,
science, philosophy, politics, love, war.
People implement ideas.

A Form of Irresponsibility
Since business is a uniquely “get things
done” institution, creativity without
action-oriented follow-through is a
uniquely barren form of individual
behavior. Actually, in a sense, it is even
irresponsible. This is because: (1) The
creative man who tosses out ideas and
does nothing to help them get imple-
mented is shirking any responsibility
for one of the prime requisites of the
business, namely, action; and (2) by
avoiding follow-through, he is behaving
in an organizationally intolerable – or,
at best, sloppy – fashion.

The trouble with much creativity
today, in my observation, is that many
of the people with the ideas have the 
peculiar notion that their jobs are fin-
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ished once the ideas have been sug-
gested. They believe that it is up to
somebody else to work out the dirty
details and then implement the pro-
posals. Typically, the more creative the
man, the less responsibility he takes for
action. The reason is that the genera-
tion of ideas and concepts is often his
sole talent, his stock-in-trade. He seldom
has the energy or staying power, or in-
deed the interest, to work with the
grubby details that require attention be-
fore his ideas can be implemented.

Anybody can verify this for himself.
You need only to look around in your
own company and pick out the two or
three most original idea men in the
vicinity. How many of their ideas can
you say they have ever vigorously and
systematically followed through with
detailed plans and proposals for their
implementation – even with only some
modest, ballpark suggestions of the
risks, the costs, the manpower requi-
sites, the time budgets, and the possible
payout?

The usual situation is that idea men
constantly pepper everybody in the or-
ganization with proposals and memo-
randa that are just brief enough to get
attention, to intrigue, and to sustain in-
terest – but too short to include any re-
sponsible suggestions regarding how
the whole thing is to be implemented
and what’s at stake. In some instances it
must actually be inferred that they use
novel ideas for their disruptive or their
self-promotional value. To be more
specific:

One student of management succes-
sion questions whether ideas are al-
ways put forth seriously. He suggests
that often they may simply be a tacti-
cal device to attract attention in order
to come first to mind when promo-
tions are made. Hence, ideas are a
form of “public relations” within the
organization.2

It should be pointed out, however,
that something favorable can be said
about the relationship of irresponsibil-
ity to ideation. The generally effective
executive often exhibits what might be

called controlled momentary irrespon-
sibility. He recognizes that this attitude
is virtually necessary for the free play of
imagination. But what distinguishes
him is his ability to alternate appropri-
ately between attitudes of irresponsibil-
ity and responsibility. He doesn’t hold to
the former for long – only long enough
to make himself more productive.

Psychology of the 
“Creative Type”
The fact that a consistently highly cre-
ative person is generally irresponsible
in the way I have used the term is in
part predictable from what is known
about the freewheeling fantasies of very
young children:

They are extremely creative, as any
kindergarten teacher will testify. They
have a naïve curiosity which stumps
parents with questions like: “Why can
you see through glass?”“Why is there
a hole in a doughnut?” “Why is the
grass green?” It is this kind of ques-
tioning attitude that produces in
them so much creative freshness. Yet
the unique posture of their lives is
their almost total irresponsibility
from blame, work, and the other
routine necessities of organized soci-
ety. Even the law absolves them from
responsibility for their actions. But
all sources testify to childrens’ cre-
ativity, even Biblical mythology with
its assertion about wisdom issuing
from “the mouths of babes.” More
respectable scientific sources have
paralleled the integrative mechanism
of adult creativity with the childhood
thought process that “manifests itself
during the preschool period – pos-
sibly as early as the appearance of
three-word sentences…”3

Clinical psychologists have also illus-
trated what I call the irresponsibility of
creative individuals in Rorschach and
stroboscopic tests. For example:

One analyst says,“Those who took to
the Rorschach like ducks to water, who
fantasied and projected freely, even too
freely in some cases, or who could per-
mit themselves to tamper with the form

of the blot as given, gave us our broad-
est ranges of movement.”4 In short, they
were the least “form-bound,” the least
inhibited by the facts of their experi-
ence, and hence let their minds explore
new, untried, and novel alternatives to
existing ways of doing things.

The significance of this finding for the
analysis of organizations is pointed up
by the observation of another psychol-
ogist that “the theoreticians on the
other hand do not mind living danger-
ously.”5 The reason is obvious. A theo-
retician is not immediately responsible
for action. He is perfectly content to live
dangerously because he does so only on
the conceptual level, where he cannot
get hurt. To assume any responsibility
for implementation is to risk dangerous
actions, and that can be painfully un-
comfortable. The safe solution is to steer
clear of implementation and all the
dirty work it implies.

The Advice Business
It is to be expected, therefore, that
today’s most ardent advocates of cre-
ativity in business tend to be profes-
sional writers, consultants, professors,
and often advertising agency executives.
Not surprisingly, few of these people
have any continuing day-to-day respon-
sibility for the difficult task of imple-
menting powerful new business ideas
of a complex nature in the ordinary
type of business organization. Few of
them have ever had any responsibility
for doing work in the conventional kind
of complex operating organization.
They are not really practicing business-
men in the usual sense. They are literary
businessmen. They are the doctors who
say,“Do as I say, not as I do,”reminiscent
of the classic injunction of the boxer’s
manager, “Get in there and fight. They
can’t hurt us.”

The fact that these people are also so
often outspoken about the alleged viru-
lence of conformity in modern busi-
ness is not surprising. They can talk this
way because they have seldom had the
nerve to expose themselves for any sub-
stantial length of time to the rigorous
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discipline of an organization whose
principal task is not talk but action, not
ideas but work.

Impressive sermons are delivered
gravely proclaiming the virtues of cre-
ativity and the vices of conformity. But
so often the authors of these sermons,
too, are “outsiders” to the central sec-
tor of the business community. Thus,
the best-known asserters that Ameri-
can industry is some sort of vast quag-
mire of quivering conformity – the 
men who have turned the claim into 
a tiresome cliché – are people like
William H. Whyte, Jr., author of The Or-
ganization Man,6 who is a professional
writer; Sloan Wilson, author of The
Man in the Gray Flannel Suit,7 who 
was a college English professor when 
he wrote the book; and C. Northcote
Parkinson (more on him later), also a
professor.

Actually, it is not totally fair to con-
demn this gratuitous crusade of consul-
tants, writers, professors, and the like.
American business appears generally
to benefit from their existence. Harm is
done, however, when the executive fails
to consider that the very role of these
men absolves them from managerial
responsibility. It is hard to accept un-
critically the doleful prophesy that so
many U.S. companies are hypnotically
following each other in a deadly con-
formist march into economic oblivion.
It is hard to accept the tantalizing sug-
gestion that their salvation lies so easily
in creativity and that from this will au-
tomatically flow profit-building innova-
tion. Perhaps the source of these sug-
gestions should be kept in mind.

The Chronic Complainers
As I have already said, ideation is not a
synonym for innovation, conformity is
not its simple antonym, and innovation
is not the automatic consequence of
“creative thinking.” Indeed, what some
people call conformity in business is less
related to the lack of abstract creativity
than to the lack of responsible action,
whether it be the implementation of
new or old ideas.

The proof of this is that in most busi-
ness organizations, the most continually
creative men in the echelons below the
executive level – men who are actively
discontent with the here and now and
are full of suggestions about what to
do about it – are also generally known
as corporate malcontents. They tend to
be complaining constantly about the
standpat senility of the management,
about its refusal to see the obvious facts
of its own massive inertia. They com-
plain about management refusing to
do the things that have been suggested
to it for years. They often complain that
management does not even want cre-
ative ideas, that ideas rock the boat
(which they do), and that management
is interested more in having a smoothly
running (or is it smoothly ruining?)
organization than in a rapidly forward-
vaulting business.

In short, they talk about the company
being a festering sore of deadly confor-
mity, full of decaying vegetables who
systematically oppose new ideas with
the old ideologies. And then, of course,
they frequently quote their patron saint,
William H. Whyte, Jr., with all his mis-
informed moralizing and his conjectural
evidence about what goes on inside an
operating organization. (Whyte’s fanci-
ful notions of such operations have re-
cently been demolished by the careful
studies of the veteran student of social
organization W. Lloyd Warner in his
The Corporation in the Emergent Ameri-
can Society.8)

Why Doors Are Closed
The reason the creative malcontent
speaks this way is that so often the peo-
ple to whom he addresses his flow of
ideas do, indeed, after a while, ignore
him and tell him to go away. They shut
their doors to his endless entreaties;
they refuse to hear his ideas any longer.
Why? There is a plausible explanation.

The reason the executive so often re-
jects new ideas is that he is a busy man
whose chief day-in, day-out task is to
handle an ongoing stream of problems.
He receives an unending flow of ques-

tions on which decisions must be made.
Constantly he is forced to deal with
problems to which solutions are more
or less urgent and the answers to which
are far from clear-cut. It may seem
splendid to a subordinate to supply his
boss with a lot of brilliant new ideas
to help him in his job. But advocates of
creativity must once and for all under-
stand the pressing facts of the execu-
tive’s life: Every time an idea is submit-
ted to him, it creates more problems for
him – and he already has enough.

My colleague, Professor Raymond A.
Bauer, has pointed out an instructive
example from another field of activity.
He notes that many congressmen and
senators have the opportunity to have
a political science intern assigned to
“help” them. However, some congress-
men and senators refuse this “help” on
the grounds that these interns generate
so many ideas that they disrupt the leg-
islator’s regular business.

Making Ideas Useful
Yet innovation is necessary in business–
and innovation begins with somebody’s
proposal.What is the answer for the man
with a new idea? I have two thoughts
to offer:

1. He must work with the situation as it
is. Since the executive is already con-
stantly bombarded with problems, there
is little wonder that after a while he
does not want any more new ideas. The
“idea man” must learn to accept this as
a fact of life and act accordingly.

2. When he suggests an idea, the re-
sponsible procedure is to include at least
some minimal indication of what it in-
volves in terms of costs, risks, manpower,
time, and perhaps even specific people
who ought to carry it through. That is re-
sponsible behavior, because it makes
it easier for the executive to evaluate
the idea and because it raises fewer
problems. That is the way creative think-
ing will more likely be converted into
innovation.

It will be argued, of course, that to
saddle the creative individual with the
responsibility of spelling out the details
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of implementation would curb or even
throttle his unique talent. This is proba-
bly true. But this could be salutary, both
for him and for the company. Ideas are
useless unless used. The proof of their
value is their implementation. Until
then they are in limbo. If the executive’s
job pressures mean that an idea seldom

gets a good hearing unless it is respon-
sibly presented, then the unthrottled
and irresponsible creative man is use-
less to the company. If an insistence
on some responsibility for implemen-
tation throttles him, he may produce
fewer ideas, but their chances of a judi-
cious hearing and therefore of being
followed through are greatly improved.
The company will benefit by trying the
ideas, and the creative man will benefit
by getting the satisfaction of knowing
he is being listened to. He will not have
to be a malcontent any more.

Deciding Factors
This is not to suggest that every idea
needs a thoroughly documented study
before it is mentioned to anyone. Far
from it. What is needed will vary from
case to case depending on four factors:

The Position or Rank of the Idea Orig-
inator in the Organization. How “re-
sponsible” a man needs to act for an
idea to get a hearing clearly depends
on his rank.

The powerful chief executive officer
can simply instruct subordinates to take
and develop one of his ideas. That is
enough to give it a hearing and perhaps
even implementation. To that extent,
talk is virtually action. Similarly, the
head of a department can do the same
thing in his domain. But when the ideas
flow in the opposite direction – upward
instead of downward– they are unlikely
to flow unless they are supported by

the kind of follow-through I have been
urging.

The Complexity of the Idea. The more
complex and involved the implications
of an idea, and the more change and
rearrangement it may require within
the organization or in its present way of
doing things, then obviously the greater

is the need to cover
the required ground
in some responsible
fashion when the pro-
posal is presented.

But I do not sug-
gest that the “how to”
questions need to be

covered as thoroughly and carefully as
would be required by, say, a large cor-
poration’s executive committee when it
finally decides whether to implement
or drop the suggestion. Such a require-
ment would be so rigid that it might dry
up all ideas because their originators
simply would not have the time, com-
petence, or staff help to go to that much
effort.

The Nature of the Industry. How much
supporting detail a subordinate should
submit along with his idea often de-
pends on the industry involved and the
intent of the idea.

One reason there is such a high pre-
mium put on “creativity” in advertising
is because the first requisite of an ad is
to get attention. Hence “creativity” fre-
quently revolves around the matter of
trying to achieve visual or auditory im-
pact such that the ad stands out above
the constantly expanding stream of ad-
vertising noise to which the badgered
consumer is subjected. To this extent,
in the advertising industry, being “cre-
ative” is quite a different thing, by and
large, from what it is, say, in the steel in-
dustry. Putting an eye patch on the man
in the Hathaway shirt is “no sooner said
than done.” The idea is virtually syn-
onymous with its implementation. But
in the steel industry, an idea, say, to
change the discount structure to en-
courage users of cold, rolled sheet steel
to place bigger but fewer orders is so
full of possible complications and prob-

lems that talk is far from being action or
even a program for action. To get even
a sympathetic first hearing, such an idea
needs to be accompanied by a good deal
of factual and logical support.

The Attitude and Job of the Person to
Whom the Idea Is Submitted. Everybody
knows that some bosses are more re-
ceptive to new ideas than others. Some
are more receptive to extreme novelty
than others. The extent of their known
receptiveness will in part determine the
elaborateness of support a suggested
new idea requires at its original stage.

But, equally important, it is essential
to recognize that the greater the pres-
sures of day-to-day operating responsi-
bilities on the executive, the more resis-
tance he is likely to have to new ideas. If
the operating burden happens to fall on
him, his job is to make the present setup
work smoothly and well. A new idea re-
quires change, and change upsets the
smooth (or perhaps faltering) regularity
of the present operation on whose ef-
fectiveness he is being judged and on
which his career future depends. He has
very good reason to be extremely care-
ful about a new proposal. He needs lots
of good risk-reducing reasons before he
will look at one very carefully.

What his actual requirements are
will also depend on the attitudes of his
superiors to risk taking and mistakes. In
one company I am familiar with, the
two most senior officers have a unique
quality of enormous receptivity to nov-
elty – sometimes the wilder the pro-
posal, the better. The result is that new
ideas, no matter how vaguely stated
or extreme, get sympathetic and quick
hearings throughout all levels of the
company. But this is a rare organization
for two reasons.

First, the chairman is now about 40
years old. He became president when
he was 28, having been selected by his
predecessor as the heir apparent when
he was about 24. He vaulted quickly
from one top job to another, never
really having to spend very much time
“making good” in the conventional
sense in a difficult day-to-day operating
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job at a low level. Virtually his entire
career was one of high-level responsi-
bility where his ideas could be passed
down to a corps of subordinates for
detailed examination and evaluation.
These experiences taught him the value
of wild ideation without his having to
risk his rise to the top by seeming to
suggest irresponsible projects.

Second, the present president of this
same company came in as a vice presi-
dent, also at 28, and directly from an ad-
vertising agency. His career experiences
were similar to the chairman’s.

It is easy for both of these men to be
permissive, in part because they have
never really had to risk their climb up
the hierarchical ladder by seeming to
shoot wild. They always had teams of
subordinates to check their ideas and
willing superiors to listen to them. Any-
body who has not had this history or
conditioning will find it extremely hard
to change once he gets very far up the
corporate pecking order.

In short,a permissive,open, risk-taking
environment cannot be created simply
by the good intentions of the top man-
agement. The reason is either that high-
level executives who have got to their
top posts by a lifetime of judicious ex-
ecutive behavior are incapable of chang-
ing their habits or that, if their habits
are changed, their subordinates will not
believe they really mean it. And in lots
of small ways, they see the justifica-
tion of their disbeliefs.

Need for Discipline
Writers on the subject of creativity and
innovation invariably emphasize the es-
sential primacy of the creative impulse
itself. Almost as an afterthought they
talk about the necessity of teaching
people to sell their ideas and of stim-
ulating executives to listen to the ideas
of subordinates and peers. Then they
often go on casually to make some “do-
gooder” statement about the impor-
tance of creating a permissive organi-
zational climate for creative people.
They rarely try to look at the executive’s
job and suggest how the creative genius

might alter his behavior to suit the
boss’s requirements. It is always the boss
who is being told to mend his ways. The
reason for their one-sided siding with
the creative man is that they are often
hostile, just as he is, to the idea of “the
organization” itself. They actively dis-
like organizations, but they seldom
know exactly why.

I think I know the reason. It is that
organization and creativity do not
seem to go together, while organiza-
tion and conformity do. Advocacy of a
“permissive environment” for creativ-
ity in an organization is often a veiled
attack on the idea of the organization
itself. This quickly becomes clear when
one recognizes this inescapable fact:
One of the collateral purposes of an
organization is to be inhospitable to a
great and constant flow of ideas and
creativity.

Whether we are talking about the
U.S. Steel Corporation or the United
Steelworkers of America, the U.S. Army

or the Salvation Army, the United
States or the U.S.S.R., the purpose of
organization is to achieve the kind and
degree of order and conformity neces-
sary to do a particular job. The organi-
zation exists to restrict and channel the
range of individual actions and behavior
into a predictable and knowable rou-
tine. Without organization there would
be chaos and decay. Organization exists
in order to create that amount and kind
of inflexibility that are necessary to get
the most pressingly intended job done
efficiently and on time.

Creativity and innovation disturb that
order. Hence, organization tends to be
inhospitable to creativity and innova-
tion, though without creativity and in-
novation it would eventually perish.
That is why small, one-man shops are

so often more animated and “innova-
tionary” than large ones. They have vir-
tually no organization (precisely because
they are one-man shops) and often are
run by self-willed autocrats who act on
impulse.

Organizations are created to achieve
order. They have policies, procedures,
and formal or powerfully informal (un-
spoken) rules. The job for which the or-
ganization exists could not possibly get
done without these rules, procedures,
and policies. And these produce the
so-called conformity that is so blithely
deprecated by the critics of the organi-
zation and life inside it.

Parkinson’s Flaw
It is not surprising that C. Northcote
Parkinson and his Parkinson’s Law enjoy
such an admiring following among
teachers, writers, consultants, and pro-
fessional social critics. Most of these
people have carefully chosen as their
own professions work that keeps them

as far as modern society lets anyone get
from the rigorous taskmaster of the
organization. Most of them more or less
lead a sort of one-man, self-employed
existence in which there are few make-
or-break postmortems of their activities.
They live pretty much in autonomous
isolation. Many of them, I suspect, have
avoided life in the organization because
they are incapable of submitting to its
rigid discipline. Parkinson has provided
them a way in which they can laugh at
the majority, who do submit to the or-
ganization, and feel superior rather than
oppressed, as minorities usually do.

It is also not surprising (indeed it is
quite expected) that Parkinson himself
should be anything but an organization
man – that he is a teacher of history, a
painter, and, of all things, a historian
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on warfare in the Eastern Seas. This is
about as far as you can get from the
modern landbound organization. Par-
kinson’s writings have in recent years
brought him into such continuing con-
tact with business that he has now de-
cided to go into business himself. In
doing so, he has proved the truth of all
that I have been saying: The business
he has decided to enter is, of course, the
consulting business!

Parkinson is very entertaining. The
executive who cannot laugh along with
him probably is too paranoid to be
trusted with a responsible job. But most
of today’s blithe cartoonists of the or-
ganization would be impoverished for
material were they not blessed with an
enormous ignorance of the facts of orga-
nizational life. Let me put it as emphat-
ically as I can. A company cannot func-
tion as an anarchy. It must be organized,
it must be routinized, it must be planned
in some way in the various stages of its
operation. That is why we have so many
organizations of so many different
kinds. And to the extent that operations
planning is needed, we get rigidity,
order, and therefore some amount of
conformity. No organization can have
everybody running off uncoordinated
in several different directions at once.
There must be rules and standards.

Where there are enough rules, there
will be damn fool rules. These can be
mercilessly cartooned. But some rules
which to an expert on ancient naval his-
tory look foolish are far from foolish if
he bothers to learn about the problems
of the business, or the government, or
whatever group the particular organi-
zation is designed to deal with.

From Creativity 
to Innovation
All this raises a seemingly frightening
question. If conformity and rigidity are
necessary requisites of organization,
and if these in turn help stifle creativ-
ity, and furthermore if the creative man
might indeed be stifled if he is required
to spell out the details needed to con-
vert his ideas into effective innovations,

does all this mean that modern organi-
zations have evolved into such invo-
luted monsters that they must suffer the
fearful fate of the dinosaur–too big and
unwieldy to survive?

The answer to this is no. First, it is
questionable whether the creative im-
pulse would automatically dry up if the
idea man is required to take some re-
sponsibility for follow-through. The peo-
ple who so resolutely proclaim their
own creative energy will scarcely assert
that they need a hothouse for its flow-
ering. Secondly, the large organization

has some important attributes that ac-
tually facilitate innovation. Its capacity
to distribute risk over its broad eco-
nomic base and among the many indi-
viduals involved in implementing new-
ness are significant. They make it both
economically and, for the individuals
involved, personally easier to break un-
tried ground.

What often misleads people is that
making big operating or policy changes
requires also making big organizational
changes. Yet it is precisely one of the
great virtues of a big organization that,
in the short run at least, its momentum
is irreversible and its organizational
structure is, for all practical purposes,
nearly impenetrable. A vast machinery
exists to get a certain job done. That job
must continue to get the toughest kind
of serious attention, no matter how 
exotically revolutionary a big operating
or policy change may be. The boat can
and may have to be rocked, but one
virtue of a big boat is that it takes an
awful lot to rock it. Certain people or
departments in the boat may feel the
rocking more than others and to that
extent strive to avoid the incidents
that produce it. But the built-in stabiliz-
ers of bigness and of group decision

making can be used as powerful influ-
ences in encouraging people to risk these
incidents.

Finally, the large organization has an
organizational alternative to the alleged
“conservatizing” consequences of big-
ness. There is some evidence that the
relatively rigid organization can build
into its own structure certain flexibilities
which would provide an organizational
home for the creative but irresponsible
individual. What may be required, es-
pecially in the large organization, is not
so much a suggestion-box system as a

specialized group whose
function is to receive ideas,
work them out, and follow
them through in the nec-
essary manner. This would
be done after the group
has evaluated each idea
and, preferably, spoken at

length with its originator. Then when
the idea and the necessary follow-
through are passed on to the appro-
priate executive, he will be more willing
to listen. To illustrate:
• An organizational setup that approxi-
mates this structure has been estab-
lished in the headquarters Marketing
Department of the Mobil Oil Company.9

• A similar approach exists at the Scher-
ing Corporation under the name Man-
agement R&D. Its purpose is to nur-
ture and develop new ideas and new
methods of decision making.10

• Another suggestion which takes less
solidly tangible organizational form in
practice has been made by Murray D.
Lincoln, president of Nationwide In-
surance Company. He makes a plea for
the notion of a company having a Vice
President in Charge of Revolution.11

Beyond these, the problems and
needs of companies differ. To this ex-
tent, they may have to find their own
special ways of dealing with the issues
discussed in this article. The important
point is to be conscious of the possible
need or value of some system of making
creativity yield more innovation.

Some companies have greater need
for such measures than others have.
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And, as pointed out earlier, the need
hinges in part on the nature of the in-
dustry. Certainly it is easier to convert
creativity into innovation in the adver-
tising business than it is in an operating
company with elaborate production
processes, long channels of distribution,
and a complex administrative setup.

For those critics of and advisers to
U.S. industry who repeatedly call for
more creativity in business, it is well to
try first to understand the profound dis-
tinction between creativity and innova-
tion and then perhaps to spend a little
more time calling on creative individu-
als to take added responsibility for im-
plementation. The fructifying potentials
of creativity vary enormously with the
particular industry, with the climate in

the organization, with the organiza-
tional level of the idea man, and with
the kinds of day-in, day-out problems,
pressures, and responsibilities of the
man to whom he addresses his ideas.
Without clearly appreciating these facts,
those who declare that a company will
somehow grow and prosper merely by
having more creative people make a
fetish of their own illusions.
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Quinn agrees that striking the right balance between organizational flexibility
and rigidity is an essential characteristic of successfully innovative companies.
He argues that large companies can be just as innovative as small businesses
and entrepreneurs – if they accept the tumultuous realities of the innovation
process. To balance predictable orderliness and creative chaos, successful inno-
vators pay close attention to customers’ needs, avoid overly detailed technical
or marketing plans early in the innovation process, and let entrepreneurial
teams pursue competing ideas within a clear framework of goals and limits.
They also take a long-term view and establish incentive systems that reward 
risk taking. In short, they act very much like successful small entrepreneurs.
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Amabile suggests that companies’ overreliance on control and order can under-
mine employees’ ability to generate and implement powerful ideas. How to
avoid killing creativity? Boost employees’ expertise (technical, procedural, and
intellectual knowledge), creative-thinking skills (imaginative problem-solving),
and motivation (passion for specific challenges). In particular, increase employ-
ees’ intrinsic motivation: Give stretch assignments and decision-making 
freedom. Support innovations with sufficient time and resources. And let 
employees know that what they do matters.
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This article focuses on strategies for ensuring that a good idea gets a hearing
and a champion – essential steps toward innovation. To gain support for their
ideas, creative thinkers must understand their listeners’ particular decision-
making styles and adapt their presentations accordingly. The authors identify
five styles: charismatics, thinkers, skeptics, followers, and controllers. Each style
requires certain kinds of information at specific steps in the decision-making
process. Charismatics, for example, are easily enthralled but base their final 
decisions on balanced information and bottom-line results. Skeptics challenge
every data point and decide based on their gut feelings. The article details 
tactics for each style.
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